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Phelps, Somsen Hall claimed historical
P

helps and Somsen Hall may be just the location for
various business, marketing or journalism classes to
some students, but the two buildings are also nationally
acclaimed historical property.
The Minnesota Historical Society has recently declared
both buildings as part of the National Register of
Historical Places.
Winona State University was once the Winona Normal
School, the very first teacher training school in Minnesota
when classes began in 1860. The Model School Building,
now Phelps Hall, was home to the laboratory school
program, while College Hall, now Somsen, held the junior
high school program and the main offices of the Teachers
College.
Denis Gardner, a National Register historian at the
Minnesota State Historic Preservation Office, said he
believes students should be aware of the historical
presence around them as they study in these lecture halls.
"As a society, we have this curious tendency to believe
that history resides in the pages of a book," Gardner said.
"Events in our history can be found there, of course, but

it is better to understand that history resides all around us.
The places where we live, work, play and pray are steeped
in history."
According to the National Register criteria, in order for
a building to reach this status of preservation, there must
be a certain set of significance. The historical site must be
important in American history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering and culture.
The National Register lists the buildings on its
website, along with the reasons why they have historical
significance.
Mass communication professor Tom Grier provided
some detail to these age-old buildings.
One interesting things is the stairs, Grier said about
Phelps.
"Don't you ever wonder why these stairs are so short?
It's because little kids had to use them. It was built for
fifth graders," he said.
That's still a holdover from the days of it being a model
school, he said.
The process to add these buildings to the catalog had

Phelps and Somsen, nationally acclaimed historical property, have withstood many cold Minnesota winters.
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multiple steps.
First, there is extensive research to establish the
building's important history. Second, the information is
written on a form, which is reviewed by the State Historic
Preservation Office and presented to the Minnesota
Historical Society's State Review Board.
Once the board has checked that the property meets
the criteria, the Register at the National Park Service
in Washington, D.C. completes a final review. The site
is then added to the National Register and is officially
recognized as a historic site.
There are also a number of other local sites in Winona
that have made the National Register. Winona City Hall,
Winona Hotel, Sugar Loaf and Winona Savings Bank
Building are among those listed.

BY MELISSA VAN GRINSVEN

news reporter
mvangrinsven 12@winona.edu

MELISSA VAN GRINSVEN
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Student Senate adds inclusion and diversity committee
S
tudents who feel excluded on campus can seek
guidance and assistance from the new Student Senate
committee for inclusion and diversity.
Freshman senator Christopher Veeder created the
committee after talking to his fellow senators and realizing
many students did not feel welcome or safe on campus.
The new committee will focus on addressing inclusion
and diversity issues including culture, religion, gender and
sexuality on campus. They will also focus on making the
campus safe for underrepresented—and all—students.
"Our goal is to find ways to make sure all students feel
that their values and ideas contribute to the university's

Help

community," Veeder said as chair of the new committee.
This is the first inclusion and diversity committee to be
formed as a part of Student Senate.
"I am very proud that Student Senate took this step in
addressing the issues of inclusion and diversity we have
on campus," Veeder said. "I believe that Winona State
University should be a place that everyone feels welcome
and safe, regardless of race, gender or sexuality."
Veeder said he realizes that it will be a tough task, but
with creativity and hard work, the committee will make
Winona State a more inclusive and safer campus for all
students. He also hopes the committee will be open and

Contact Marcia Ratliff

members can have an equal opportunity to voice their
opinions.
Veeder is not the only one who noticed a lack of
support for students who feel excluded. Alex Paulson, a
junior English major, said he's witnessed exclusion and
alienation on campus too.
"I've witnessed defacement of personal items with
hateful messages," Paulson said. "I have also witnessed
heckling and microaggression."
Paulson said that through positive public policies
and proactive education, Winona State can reduce
discrimination incidents and create a welcoming
environment.
For students who feel they have been excluded or
discriminated against, Veeder said the best thing that they
can do is to tell someone and report it.
It seems like a daunting task, Veeder said, but he
believes there is no other option.
"We certainly can no longer continue to allow students...
to be harassed," Veeder said.

09@winona
edu
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news reporter
jgerardll @winona. edu
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I /1:06 p .m.

I 5:47 p .m.

Security and EMS responded to the door outside of Richards Hall entrance
regarding a student who had fallen. Another student in the area that kept
interfering was eventually cited by law enforcement for an alcohol violation.

A student reported threats made to her and several friends by a nonstudent. The matter was referred to the director of security and the
Winona Police Department.

The student that had fallen was transported to the hospital.

11:31 p .m.
Security assisted Residence Life with an alcohol violation in Lourdes.The
matter was referred to the hall director.

• 12:55 a.m.
A student reported that she was sexually assaulted by an acquaintance
on campus. The matter was referred to the director of security and the
Winona Police Department.

1 1:35

a.m.

Residence Life requested Security to conduct a welfare check on a student
in Lourdes. Upon contact the student was found to have been drinking and
the matter was referred to the hall director

Security checked on an intoxicated student in the Quad. The

1:35 a.m.

student was allowed to remain in the halls with a friend.

9:35 p .m.

A number of students were cited for an alcohol violation in Lourdes. The
matter was referred to the Hall Director

2:10 p .m.
1/2:55 p .m.
Residence Assistants requested assistance with a drug violation in Maria
Hall. The matter was referred to the hall director

10:13 p.m.
Residence Life requested Security conduct a welfare check on a student in
Lourdes. Due to level of intoxication, the student was transported to the
hospital, and the matter was referred to Residence Life.
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Security assisted law enforcement in locating a student on
campus regarding a criminal matter The matter was referred
to law enforcement and the Conduct Officer

l//:/5p.m.
Security checked on the welfare of an intoxicated student
near the Huff Street Bus Stop. The student was released to
friends and referred to the Conduct Officer
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Gov. Dayton's proposal assists WSU
$80 million from the bonding proposal will go toward colleges across the state
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Construction in Kryzsko Commons that is planned to be completed in June.

G

overnor Dayton's latest bonding proposal, totaling
$986 million, plans to invest in Minnesota's higher
education programs, including Winona State Univeristy.
The plan will dedicate $100 million to projects in
Rochester, Mankato and St. Cloud, while another $126
million will be used for necessary upgrades to complete
the renovation of the State Capitol. The funding will
include $80 million to help strengthen colleges across the
state.
Winona State University has seen this first-hand through
the reconstruction happening in Kryzsko Commons.
Joe Reed, Student Union and student activities director,
said, "We had to get a $5 million bond for the job and

4*News

borrow $2.2 million."
Reed has been planning this project for roughly ten
years after completing numerous other renovations within
Kryzsko. Its first renovation began in 1965, and the
building has been growing since.
Much of the reason for the renovation stems from the
growing number of students being admitted into Winona
State. The university has nearly doubled in number since
1975, and roughly 25 percent of all room reservation
requests have had to be turned down due to limited space.
Through the entire renovation process, the bookstore has
dealt with water leakage, loss of heat and occasional fire
alarms.

LAUREN REUTELER

Karen Krause, bookstore director, said, "There has been
a little inconvenience, but that's anything that's under
construction. You've just got to go with the flow."
The bookstore will be completely moved out of its
current home and into the Winonan room in the lower
hyphen. This move is only temporary, and everything aside
from books will be in the new space.
If students need textbooks following the move, prior
requests will have to be made at the front desk of the
bookstore.

See "CONSTRUCTION," page 5
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cont. from pg. 4

The renovation will bring new sprinkler systems, an
additional 600 square feet, a more modern look and an
updated layout to the bookstore.
"We plan to have more room for books so the
shelves won't be as crowded and look as complicated,"
Brittany Sutton, sophomore bookstore employee, said.
With so much change at the start of a new semester
to buildings, students may also have faced the need to
adjust.
"The biggest problem was the return line being more
congested because of the shortened hallways, but the
students did really well with it," Krause said. There
were more online orders this semester as well.

The renovation will bring eight new study rooms and
a lot more open space and seating for students.
The project will be finished and open to the public
in June, and the grand opening will take place when
students return in the fall.
"We've got a big team with student and faculty
opinions that will hopefully give us that 'wow factor'
we're looking for," Reed said.

in Winona
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Time: 7:00 p.m.
ace: Stark Hall 103
Contact: Matthew Bosworth

BY LAUREN REUTELER

news reporter

Ireutelerll @winona.edu

Civil Rights Travel Study Meeting
Time: 3:30 p.m,
Contact: Alex Hlnes

Misato Fish Fry Fundraiser
Time: 4:30 - 7:30 p.m.
210 E 4th Street

Time: 8:30 a.m.
Place: PAC 159

LAUREN REUTELER

Construction continues through the snow and cold winter months.

We've moved!
Take 25% off
Clearance

i r

I | Take 50% off |
I i Clearance Gifts & j
Supplies
I

WSU Bookstore

Place: Kryzsko Commons

www.wsobookstorexom
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Students rank third in tournament
Business majors compete with other schools in marketing simulation

W

inona State University's business
students ranked third in the 2013
Marketplace Live Tournament while
competing with students around the
world in a product-marketing simulation
experience.
Senior Winona State student and
attendee Amy Rick said, "I learned how to
write an effective business plan that's for
sure."
Students in Small Business Management
425 last fall semester were put into seven
groups and given a specific industry that
they would be a part of for the semester.
"My group was given the computer
industry, and we named our group Windy
City Electronics," Rick said.
The competition ranked students in three
different areas including Grand Market
Master, Market Master and Market Leader
Awards.
Assistant professor of business
administration Ronald Decker was the
adviser for the game and said this is the

6*News

A« HOW A
BUSINESS IS RUN.
IT GAVE US REAL
EXPERIENCE ON HOW TO
START A COMPANY AND
RUN A COMPANY.

best Winona State students have done.
The strategic corporate management
game grades students on benchmarks such
as profitability, customer satisfaction,
and market share in the targeted market
segments. It also measured human resource
management, preparedness for the future
and wealth.
A total of 50 groups were competing in
the simulation game.
"I learned how a business is run. It
gave us real experience on how to start a
company and run a company," Rick said.
The computer simulation game involved
how to market your product, how to price
it, advertise it, compete in a competitive
market, adapt to new technology, and deal
with losing and gaining money.
The groups had a new task each week
such as coming up with a new product or
coming up with a new way to advertise
that product. At the end of each week,
groups would see results on how much of
the market share had been gained or lost

among the groups in the class.
The groups could also see each week
how they compared with other schools
around the world.
In the middle of the semester, groups
were assigned to a 56-page business
plan stating what their company had
accomplished and what they want to do in
the future.
The business plan included how many
employees the groups had and what they
were paid, what their vacation time was,
their pension, their health care benefits, the
product's price, competitor's prices, market
share, market research and advertising.

BY KAYLA LANGMAID
news reporter

klangmaidl3@winona.edu
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Sophie Kaplan: 'manga peddler'
C

ollecting things for the sake of
personal enjoyment is a common
human trait. Many people have collections
of postage stamps, game cards or ceramic
figurines. Sophie Kaplan, senior English
and global studies major with a Japanese
minor, has a few quirky collections.
For one thing, Kaplan has a collection of
about 150 hotel key cards.
The collection started out as an accident.
"I forgot to give a key card back, so I
thought, 'hey, I can keep these!'" Kaplan
said.
Because Kaplan and her family often
traveled across the country and spent most
of their time in hotel rooms, hotel key cards
were a regular part of Kaplan's life.
"When I was in elementary school, we
temporarily lived in a hotel because we
were moving to Minnesota and our house
wasn't ready yet," Kaplan said. "The hotel
thing was a big part of my life, because my
dad was a pediatrician and went to a lot of
conferences."
Kaplan's favorite keycard is one she
obtained on her travel study, Survival in
Tokyo, through Winona State University.
Kaplan's largest collection, however, is
her library of Japanese manga comics.
Manga are Japanese cartoons, comic
books and animated films that come in a
variety of genres.
"I grew up on anime and watched
'Totoro' every single day," Kaplan said.
"There was a book fair in fifth grade
and there was a book there that you read
backwards, which I thought was cool, and
it looked like the shows I'd been watching,
so I bought it, and, after reading it, bought
other available manga," Kaplan said.
This soon sparked an intense interest
for Kaplan, who began saving up her
allowance and holiday money to buy
manga.
"I used to go to Barnes and Noble every
year for my birthday, and I realized there
was a whole section of manga," Kaplan
said. "I'd get a weekly allowance and save
up whatever I could to buy them."
According to Kaplan, manga series span
from 1 to 30 or more volumes per series.
She had 950 volumes by the time she
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graduated from high school.
When Kaplan reached high school she
began finding more people interested in
manga and anime.
"I didn't have a lot of people I could
share them with because I lived in a small
town," Kaplan said, "But in high school I
realized there was a lot more people than
I realized that read manga, so I started a
lending library."
At that time, Kaplan said she had about
500 volumes and made a colorized catalog
for people to go through.
Kaplan started with letting friends
borrow the books and eventually started
charging a 50-cent fee to pay for damages
and to widen her audience.
"I was basically a manga peddler,"
Kaplan said. "It was hush-hush because I
was running the business out of the school.
I had an underground manga organization
you could say!"
When Kaplan graduated high school,
she resolved not to buy any more books to
save up for college and even sold some.
She continued to receive them from family
and friends, which Kaplan said she doesn't
mind because she still reads them when she
goes home.
One of Kaplan's favorite parts about
manga is the endless choices of genre.
"I have a lot of genres, like samurai,
school, drama, action and sports. There's
bread-making, dog-training, farming; if you
can think of a silly topic, it's happened."
Kaplan said her personal favorites were
a couple of realistic romance series and a
crime drama.
Overall, having collections is not only
a testament to personal interest, but also
a bridge to other people with the same
interest. In Kaplan's case, it was the key to
building a community of quirky collectors.

BY SAMI SCHWANKE
feature writer
sschwankel 0@winona.edu

WSU English major Sophie Kaplan had enough manga for a lending library. ANNA BUTLER
Above: Kaplan's collection makes an imposing heap.
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WSU art professor earns fellowship
W

ithin the walls of Winona State
University's own Watkins Hall,
in a tiny corner office, sits art professor
Kjellgren Alkire.
Alkire is now being recognized for his
artwork through the Jerome Foundation
Fellowship for Emerging Artists, an annual
fellowship for five artists in Minnesota.
The fellowship is funded by the Jerome
Foundation, and it is administered through
the Minneapolis College of Art Design.
Famous artist and philanthropist Jerome
Hill created the Jerome Foundation. The
statewide award recognizes emerging
artists, who are in the beginning of their
careers.
Applying for the fellowship in itself is a
process.
Applications are processed by the
fellowship. The fellowship does not look at
the names of the applicants until they have
selected their 12 finalists.
Jurors, one from Minnesota and two
that are out of state, then come visit each
finalist to preview his or her work in
a studio. From there, they choose five
recipients.
Alkire's studio visit was only supposed
to last 20 minutes; however, when the
jurors showed up to review his work,
Alkire was able to keep them there a little
longer.
"It was about an hour that we spent,"
Alkire said. "They asked very good
questions; they were very insightful. It was
a wonderful moment. It's great to talk to
students about art, but it was great to talk to
professionals."
The meeting was short but sweet.
"They laughed and asked good questions
and left," Alkire said. "And I was like,
'Well that went well."'
He got a phone call only a short while
later informing him that he had gotten the
fellowship.
An application is chosen based on the
work an artist has done, and then the
artist selects a series to be featured in a
studio. Alkire's studio exhibit features
photos of himself as various characters
and various scenes, mostly involving the
American West and "the myths that make
up America."
After studying philosophy, theology
and studio art, Alkire initially had to leave
Portland, Ore. because they were shutting
down art as a major within the tiny liberal
arts school he attended.
Alkire finished his undergraduate degree
at the University of Concordia, St. Paul.
But in the meantime, he "dropped out,
played in a band and drank a lot of beer."

8*Life
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Kjellgren Alkire approaches artwork with creativity, energy and a buzz saw.

"Then I worked in the Twin Cities doing
educational training for non-profits," Alkire
said, "and I worked as a framer and shipper
of art." In 2004 Alkire moved to Arizona
and got his master's in fine arts at Arizona
State University
This was not Alkire's first recognition
award. A few years ago, he also won the
Minnesota State Arts Board Artist Initiative
Grant, which gave him some money for a
project during a critical time in his career.
"I have often looked up to the artists
who have gotten this [the fellowship],"
Alkire said. "I think their work is really
good."
Alkire said that he feels very fortunate to
live in Minnesota, which he calls "the land
of philanthropy."
"We are incredibly fortunate and wise to
invest highly in the arts," Alkire said. "And
as an artist, I am grateful."
One of the benefits of winning the
fellowship is a yearlong support for
Alkire's artwork. The fellowship allows the
artists to choose a curator for their artwork,

and they get yearlong visits to the studio
where their artwork is being displayed.
Also, the foundation provides them with
an art writer who will write up essays about
the artist.
"It is an opportunity to reach out and
broaden our network," Alkire said. "And
maybe get some more opportunities for
some exhibition."
To students here at Winona State, like
freshman Aileen Rude, Alkire is one-of-akind.
"Professor Kjellgren Alkire is one of the
best professors I have had during my first
semester here," Rude said. "Not only is he
very talented and gifted in what he creates,
he is a man full of energy. Every day when
I go to his class, I can't wait to see what he
will be teaching us next. I wouldn't have
come this far if it wasn't for his support."
Senior Courtney Guenveur, another one
of Alkire's students, spoke of his passion
for both art and education.
"Kjel's ambition as an artist is extremely
evident in teaching," she said. "He is

BARTHOLOME RONDET

devoted to his role as an artist, and
commits to his ideas through a range of
media. His work ethic alone is remarkable,
and the solution [his artwork] is equally
impressive."
For Alkire, the fellowship has been a
goal of his for a while.
"To be honest, this was all a part of my
professional plan," Alkire said. "I set goals
for myself, and this is one of them. I work
really, really hard to make good art that's
challenging and asks tough questions and
is engaging. And it's nice to have other
people be like, 'Oh, hey, he does that!"'
To sum up how he feels about this
fellowship and this recognition, Alkire said,
"A. Minnesota is awesome, and B. art is
even more awesome than Minnesota. Hey,
there's this thing happening. It's like, 'Hey!
Art!"'

BY SAMANTHA STETZER
feature writer

sstetzerl 2@winona.edu
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Students admire Alina Jackiewicz-Kaczmarek's art exhibit at the Watkins gallery at the social after her presentation.

W

inona State invited Alina
Jackiewicz-Kaczmarek, artist and
graphic arts professor, to discuss her art
exhibit, "Arctic...it's Magic," which is
currently on display in Watkins Galleiy.
The artist spoke about her methods and
where she got her inspiration for her work.
Originally from Poland, Alina
Jackiewicz-Kaczmarek has been honored
by the president of Poland and has had
artwork in the Vatican Art Collection. She
is currently a professor at the Academy of
Fine Arts in Gdansk.
While she has been teaching, she has
continued to create art. To gather ideas for
her art, Jackiewicz-Kaczmarek traveled
to the Norwegian tundra. While on her
journey, she took pictures of the arctic
scenery around her.
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"I use the images for inspiration, and I
draw from my imagination," JackiewiczKaczmarek said.
During her lecture, she had the photos
that fueled her creativity projected behind
her. Photos of endless snow, polar bears
walking on glaciers and enormous ice caps
were a few examples of her inspiration.
The several pieces in the exhibit
showcased the best of the tundra's majestic
atmosphere.
Her artwork portrayed glaciers, icebergs
and boats drifting across icy waters
showed glimpses of a habitat mostly
untouched by man. The contrast between
the black ink and the white background
drew the viewer in and emphasized details
within the artwork.
Another element of the artwork was its

visual ambiguity, according to freshman
Janet Odeku.
"I loved how we had to use our
imaginations to identify what was in the
etchings," Odeku said.
Along with talking about her art,
Jackiewicz-Kaczmarek also discussed her
work as a graphic art professor in Poland.
She encourages her students to use
different techniques along with the
traditional ones.
She showed pictures of art projects her
students were working on. Many of the
students were using a design method called
etching, which was what JackiewiczKaczmarek used in her artwork as well.
Etching is done by putting ink on an
etched metal plate and then pressing
plate against paper to create a picture.

She presented several pictures of her
students going through the methods. Many
attendees, like junior Holly Alabad, were
impressed by the labor of the medium.
"The process seemed so intricate and
time-consuming," Alabad said.
Viewers' impressions of the attention
to detail and the intricate shading in the
artwork showed the time JackiewiczKaczmarek took while creating her art was
time well spent.
The exhibit of her artwork is available
for viewing at Watkins Gallery until Feb.
12.

BY ELIZABETH PULANCO

feature writer
epulancol 2@winona.edu
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he 2014 Frozen River Film Festival (FRFF) has
had another successful season, featuring over
85 original films in various locations in Winona and
the surrounding area.
The festival, which ran from Jan. 18 through Jan.
26, sought to bring the community members of
Winona just a little bit closer.
The festival included documentary film
screenings, music, local vendors, activities for
children and guest speakers, including presentations
by the documentary filmmakers themselves.
Kathy Florin, assistant director for the FRFF, has
been on the staff committee for four years now.
In Florin's opinion, documentary films in general
are becoming more mainstream and popular in
today's society because of the importance of shared
experience—what makes us all human.
"It is important for people to have that intimate
connection with people involved in the film process
and to have that dialogue with other people within
the community," Florin said. "It is important to
participate in the community and in life, rather than
just be a spectator."
On Saturday morning, the Science Laboratory
Center Atrium was the hub of the festival. Vendors
from the Winona Farmers Market lined the halls,
and festival attendees swapped stories over lunch
between films.
Kelli Lawless, a senior English teaching major,
attended Saturday morning's screening of Dan
Poole and Giles Terera's "Muse of Fire" in Winona
State's Miller Auditorium.
The film featured two actors who set out on a
mission to discover why people are so timid when
it comes to Shakespeare. The film documented their
travels from London, to Denmark, to Spain, to New
York and finally to Los Angeles.
As a teaching major, Lawless connected with the
film's message. "It touched on a lot of questions
that come up when teaching Shakespeare as well
as how communities and groups of people relate to
Shakespeare," she said.
Full of wit and charm, the documentary showed
the good-humored friendship between the two men
as they traveled across the world on a self-funded
quest.
Poole and Terera interviewed many famous
actors and directors, such as Tom Hiddleston, Jude
Law, Judi Dench and Baz Luhrmann, asking them
what they thought about acting and producing
Shakespeare in today's world.
The film's lighthearted composition paralleled
with Poole and Terera's message: nobody should
fear Shakespeare.

Poole and Terera also visited a prison in Germany,
where an acting workshop exposed inmates to
Shakespeare. Rather than being intimidated by
Shakespeare's language, the inmates embraced it.
At one point an inmate recited the line, "What is
done can't be undone."
Lawless said this line was poignant. "The raw
emotion behind that quote, being recited by a man
who had obviously made choices that landed him in
prison, shows that this literature still has meaning
and is prevalent in life," she said. "It is a testament
to how monumental Shakespeare's writings were
and still are today."
Another part Lawless particularly enjoyed was an
interview between the two men and the first female
African-American Poet Laureate of the United
States, Rita Dove.
"One comment that sticks with me from that
interview is when the woman says, 'I didn't
know enough to be afraid.' I really believe that is
something everyone should strive to live for, by
jumping in and taking chances," Lawless said.
Lawless also enjoyed that the movie portrayed
Shakespeare as accessible—enjoyable, even.
"As a future teacher, I hope to show my students
that it doesn't have to be a scary process," Lawless
said. "[Shakespeare] is just a guy who writes plays."
Students weren't the only ones who enjoyed the
FRFF. Lawless said she had the privilege of sitting
next to an elderly couple at the film who were
enjoying themselves as well.
Lawless said they were very impressed by her
love of literature and interest in the festival. The
couple, who has lived in Winona all of their lives,
said it was "truly inspiring" to see the younger
generations getting involved with the art, history
and culture of the FRFF.
After the film, Lawless and other attendees had a
short discussion with Lee Gundersheimer, managing
director of the Great River Shakespeare Festival.
Gundersheimer said "Muse of Fire" ties in exactly
to what the Great River Shakespeare Festival is all
about: bringing many different people together to
experience great art.
That universality, Lawless said, is what will keep
her coming to future festivals.
"I would love to come back and be a part of the
festival next year," Lawless said. "It is such an
amazing cultural experience, and there is something
for everyone."
BY LEAH PERRI
feature writer
Iperrill @winona.edu

AS A FUTURE TEACHER, I HOPE TO SHOW MY
STUDENTS THAT IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE A
SCARY PROCESS. [SHAKESPEARE! IS JUST A
GUY WHO WRITES PLAYS.
-KELLI LAWLESS
Cover Story* 11
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The self-love in selfies

TAYLOR NYMAN

Camilla Martinez uses a surprise face as a selfie for a Snapchat.

T

he days of waiting for someone else
to take your photo for new profile
pictures are over.
People have become self-reliant in
capturing the moments and looks that they
love the most about themselves.
The selfie—a type of self-portrait often
taken with a camera phone with the intent
to upload the photo to a social network—
has spread into a cultural phenomenon by
means of social media.
Facebook, Tumblr and Twitter are full
of selfies taken by people capturing a
particular moment in their lives, whether
they are taken because of a good hair day
or to show off newly defined muscles after
hard work at the gym.
The popular smartphone app, Snapchat,
encourages the art of selfies, lasting only
a few seconds as users send their selfportraits to their friends.
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Through the increasing popularity of
selfies, there can be a negative connotation
that comes with it.
Many people may view the selfie as a
form of narcissism, a way to seek attention
on the internet with the help of filters,
cropping and blemish removal.
But for some students, the selfie is
all about the potential self-esteem and
confidence that rests within the photos.
Student Kari Li believes that selfies are
a way of preserving how someone looks
at a certain point while building up their
esteem.
"I think people take selfies to get more
self-confidence. Maybe they take a selfie
because they think they look cute or hot
that day," Li said. "They post the selfies on
social media so others can see how good
they look in the selfie."
Mai Nou Yang, a junior who like Li

believes that selfies are a great way in
helping to build someone's self-esteem and
establish strong confidence.
"I think selfies are a way for people to
express themselves," Yang said. "It shows
confidence in how they look and not being
afraid of what other people think because
they feel good about themselves."
While newsfeeds can become clogged
with selfies on any form of social media, it
doesn't affect Yang in the slightest.
"I personally don't hate it, simply
because I don't care what other people
do with their lives. I do take selfies on
occasion, and I wouldn't want anyone to be
critical of what I do on my own time."
For Yang, it all comes back around
to making others feel better about
themselves rather than being critical.
"People take selfies for compliments. I
like to compliment on others to boost their

self-esteem, which is a great thing to pass
around because it makes people feel good
about themselves."
Selfies show an act of confidence within
the realm of social media, with more selfies
representing more confidence.
"Some people may get out of hand with
too many selfies. I do think it's annoying
too, but personally, I'm not concerned
about their selfie activity, and I don't let it
ruin my life," Yang said. "If it's overdone,
maybe cut back. But like I said, I think
selfies shows confidence and good selfesteem. Those are traits I personally think
everyone should have."

BY MOLLY O'CONNOR
feature writer
moconnorl 0@winona.edu
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Al Letson talks art and civil rights
L

ast Tuesday slam poet Al Letson talked
about the power of stories, which he
used to commemorate Martin Luther King
Jr. Day last Tuesday.
A playwright, radio host and poet,
Letson's slam poetry session focused on
"empowerment through spoken word."
Letson told students about his upbringing
and what influenced him to write and
perform poetry.
In the early 1990s, he turned away from
what he described as "hardcore gangsta
music" after listening to Bill Moyers's
"The Language of Life." Letson said
Moyers's work helped him realize his
purpose in life. He worked on developing
his poetry and hoped one day he could
impact others the way he was. That, he
said, was his purpose.
"Art without purpose is vanity," Letson
said, "and I don't want to be involved in
vanity."
To Letson, his job as an artist was to
perform what the audience needed to hear
and speak to something larger. In his work
he strove to tell the truth, even if it was
difficult.

"Truth can be ugly, hard and bitter," he
said. "What's beautiful is if you can deal
with it. Truth is hard stuff, and we need to
pay honor to the hard stuff."
For junior Mary Schulberg, slam poetry
was not just entertainment but also a
potential way to reach out to people,
especially people who might not like
written poetry.
"Slam poetry is something that's out
there and more dramatic and edgy,"
Schulberg said.
Schulberg spoke of slam poetry's effect
from personal experience.
"Right now I'm going through a
breakup," she said. "If I were reading
a poem about a breakup, it would not
resonate with me as much as it would if
I were watching a slam poet. There I can
visibly see the emotions and can connect
with them on a more intimate level."
For Letson, the purpose of his art was
not to become famous, but to reach out to
others.
"You have to figure out how to move
words around to move people. Story is the
way you reach beyond the boundaries."

That Tuesday evening at 7 p.m. in East
Hall, Letson told the story of Bayard
Rustin, a key member and organizer of
the civil rights movement. Director of
inclusion and diversity Alexander Hines
spoke of the importance of honoring littleknown leaders like Rustin.
"There are people in the movement that
are not in the history books," Hines said.
"We're just trying to raise awareness. It's
amazing how powerful stories can be, and
some people don't want to hear them."
What Letson hoped to accomplish in
his presentation was to show students
that there were people involved in the
movement who were excluded from the
history books.
"People tend to simplify the civil rights
narrative," he said. "We zoom it in and
make it one person or one event but there
were many people and organizations doing
something too."
Many students might not have known
that Bayard Rustin was responsible for
organizing the march on Washington D.C.,
where King delivered his iconic "I Have
a Dream" speech. Rustin was the person

who spoke to King about practicing non
violence and what that entailed.
Rustin was also gay. That, as Letson said,
might be the reason why so few people
know about his story. Rustin's sexuality
was a frequent concern amongst civil rights
leaders. Rustin often stepped away from
the spotlight or events because of critics
attacking his sexuality.
"If Rustin were not gay," Letson said,
"he very well could have been the Martin
Luther King Jr. that we know about."
For Letson, the problems the civil rights
movement addressed have lessened but
have not disappeared.
"Society moves forward but there are
still problems being ignored," he said.
On what the future might hold, Letson
said he hoped people would have real,
•uncomfortable discussions. He said,
"Learning comes from friction. You only
make change when everyone is at the
table."
BY ABBY DERKSON

feature writer

aderksonl 0@winona.edu
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SHOULD THE NSA BE WATCHING US?
TAYLOR TREINEN
JUNIOR
NELSON, WIS.

APRIL LUDTKE
JUNIOR
DOWNING, WIS.

DAREKHART
SUPER SENIOR
TOMAH, WIS.

"I feel like it's breaking the
law. It's going into private
life. I don't think that's
right."

"It is an invasion of privacy,
but obviously if you're
doing nothing wrong, you
have nothing to worry
about"

"The principle of it isn't
okay, but I think we kind
of knew all along it was
happening."

VICKSTRECHER
SOPHOMORE
WINONA, MINN.

NIKKI STEVENS
SOPHOMORE
PRAIRIE DUCHIEN, WIS.

BENADELMANN
JUNIOR
LAKEVILLE, MINN.

"I'm fine with it I don't do
much privately."

"I think it's normal that we
should want privacy. It
makes me uncomfortable."

"Probably not okay.
They don't need to know
everything we're doing."

PHOTOS AND INTERVIEWS BY HANNAH JONES
Jan. 29,2014
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Thanks for the last-minute snow day, WSU
Students got to stay home. But what about everyone else?

Students shuffle out of Kryzsko Commons on Monday, their coats zipped against the cold.

W

ith the bitter cold on Monday, I was
surprised it took the university so
long to cancel classes.
We received an email at 9:52 p.m. By
then Facebook had exploded with angry
students (myself included) complaining
that Winona State was one of the only
campuses open.
Yes, classes were canceled. But what
took so long? Knowing how dangerous
the weather was going to be, why did
the university wait until almost 10 p.m.
Sunday evening to cancel classes?
Now, I'm sure it wasn't because they
wanted to keep us on our toes. By the
time Winona State canceled classes, many
universities had already closed. Duluth,
Mankato, Saint Cloud, the U of M, WSU-
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Rochester and a couple of other colleges
had already closed.
Winona students cried foul over the
cancelations when there was no news from
Winona State.
Very simply, it was not safe for students
to travel to class. In the bitter cold, people
can get frostbite in five to ten minutes.
Let me put that in perspective.
The walk from Maxwell to Minne is
about a five-minute walk. Maybe more
depending on how fast someone walks.
With the almost -30 wind chills, and
a high of -3 degrees, students could get
frostbite or hypothermia in five minutes.
Not even shortcuts through Pasteur or
Kryzsko would have helped. And for
students who had to walk eight blocks to

HANNAH JONES

get to class? Forget it.
When classes were called off, many,
myself included, were ecstatic. We did
not have to risk our safety to go to class.
So yes, bravo Winona State. You put your
students' safety first.
But what about the faculty? Classes were
closed, but the campus remained open.
The university gave a cautionary
message urging faculty and staff to take
precautions, but they were all still expected
to report to work. The faculty isn't
superhuman. They're just like students,
just as susceptible to the dangerous cold as
we are.
If it wasn't safe for the students, how
can it be safe for everyone else? And yes, it
was at the discretion of any faculty or staff

member whether or not to come in. He or
she could have made the decision not to
risk it and stay in.
But, in my opinion, it should not be a
decision the faculty needed to make.
I understand business still needs to
happen. I also know it just wasn't safe for
anyone to be at work.
So why were people forced to make that
decision? I'd like an answer. And I think
student workers and staff members deserve
an answer, too.

BY ABBY DERKSON
feature writer
aderksonl 0@winona.edu
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Correction: Last week, we incorrectly spelled Ellen "Ellie" Ahmann's name
as Mary Ellen Ahmann. We expressed our deepest apologies to the family
and corrected the mistake on our website.
The Win' nan strives for perfection n each issue. To this end, we welcome
comments or complaints about rrors that need to be corrected. Please
contact Editor-in Chief Marcia RatlifF at MRatlitF09@winona.edu with any
concerns about the journalistic
our publication.
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inona State University's baseball team will begin its
first four games of the season in Houston, Texas on
Feb. 1.
Kyle Poock, who has been head coach for 12 years, has
been with the Winona State baseball team for 19 out of his
overall 24 years of college coaching experience.
Poock and the players have high expectations for this
season due to all of their success in the past.
The Warriors finished second in the nation in 2011, made
it to the regional tournament three out of the past four
seasons, and have had only one losing season in the past 60
years.
These achievements have only pushed the Warriors to
work harder to prepare for this season.
Warrior catcher Tyler Nehring said, "We have been
practicing hard the last two weeks to prepare us for game
one. It will be a challenge against the teams we're facing
down in Houston, but I'm confident that we will have
success."
This success is achieved not only through the two weeks
of practice before the games but with hard work the entire
off-season.
Poock said that their fall program included practices and
regular team workouts that began in early September.
Nehring said, "Whether it's during practice or in the
weight room, we have put in the hard work and are ready
for it to pay off."

Warrior outfielder Ryan Nyhagen said the Warriors
hope this hard work will earn them the title of conference
champions and place them in the D2 College World Series.
This year Winona State has a young baseball team, but
Poock said that he likes to refer to the team as "young and
talented."
There are six freshmen and nine sophomores listed on
this year's roster of 37 players.
"Last year was my first year with the team," Nehring
said. "I'm hoping to be able to experience the kinds of
success that teams have had in the past."
The four game series that the Warriors will be starting
with in Houston will be played in Minute Maid Park.
Nyhagen said getting to play in a major league ballpark
is exciting but also "a little nerve-wracking."
After Texas, the Warriors will hit the road to play in
Kansas and Florida before their first home game on Mar.
22 against St. Cloud State.

Houston, Texas 6 p.m

BY ALLISON MUELLER
sports reporter

amuellerl 2@winona.edu

Track and field competes in St. Thomas and Jack Johnson Invitationals

T

he Winona State track and field team took three events
at the St. Thomas Invitational and competed in three
events at the Jack Johnson Invitational Jan. 24 and 25
respectively.
The events began Friday at St. Thomas University with
the St. Thomas Invitational, a meet head coach Mason
Rebarchek said was full of high caliber competition.
The Warriors won three events and saw 13 top three
finishes in a meet that included conference opponents
Minnesota State, Mankato; University of Minnesota,
Duluth and Southwest Minnesota State.
All three of the Warriors' wins came in field events.
Hannah Mueller's distance of 5.58 meters earned her the
long jump title, Andrea Bartz's distance of 10.85 meters
won her the women's triple jump, and Elisa Kupferschmid
threw a distance of 17.16 meters to win the weighted
throw.
Mueller has won both of the events in which she has
competed in 2014. The nursing major has been ranked 4th
in the nation in Division II long jump. Mueller holds the
second best results in school history in three events; long
jump, 55-meter hurdles and 60-meter hurdles.
Winona State competed at the University of Minnesota
in the Jack Johnson Invitational on Jan. 25. The Warriors
Jan. 29,2014

competed against Division I competition in three events:
the 4x400 meter relay where the Warriors placed 15th, the
400-meter and the 3000-meter.
The relay team consisted of Kelsey Bethke, Ali
Skluzacek, Taylor Vogel and Catherine Whitcomb.
Whitcomb and Bethke also competed in the 400-meter,
where Whitcomb earned a 15th place finish with a time of
58.92 and Bethke finished 17th with a time of 59.33.
The final event Winona State was represented in was the
3000-meter, where the field included three Warriors who
ran cross-country in the fall.
Leading the way for the Warriors was Jordan Skelly,
whose time of 10:15.46 earned her 13th. The next Warrior
to cross the finish line was Jessica Young, who took 18th
with a time of 10:24.40, and Jordan Paschke posted a 21st
place finish with a time of 10:27.30.
"It is good going up against a higher level of
competition," Rebarchek said. He added the Warriors are
more concerned with how they compete and less with
time.
The Warriors will have to combat a busy schedule.
Rebarchek calls the process of keeping his athletes fresh
very individualized.
"Some people can handle a large amount of volume, and

some people can't," Rebarchek said. "It depends on the
event they compete in as well."
Warrior freshman Brittany Dulak will be combating
a busying schedule for the first time in her career. "It's
hard physically going from a three month season to a nine
month season," Dulak said. "As the season intensifies I
keep in mind the goals I've set for myself and what I want
to achieve."
The Warriors entered the weekend ranked 25th and are
projected to finish second in the Northern Sun Intercollege
Conference by the conference's coaches.
Rebarchek won't use the rankings to evaluate his team
in the early going. He said, "The preseason polls are based
on last year's marks and are not always accurate."
The Warriors will be back in action Jan. 31 when they
travel to Mankato, Minn, for the Minnesota State Open
and Multi.

BY TJ LEVERENTZ
sports reporter

tleverentzl2@winona.edu
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Warriors drop weekend homestand as streak hits seven
A
bby Busch led the way for the
Warriors with 20 points, but the
Winona State University women's
basketball team continued its slide, this
time a 77-53 loss to No. 25 Minnesota
State, Mankato Friday in Winona.
Busch posted her 20 points on 8-of-13
shooting, netting her seventh 20-point
effort of the season. The senior also
contributed six rebounds and a couple of
assists for the Warriors. Busch has now
grabbed 505 rebounds during her Winona
State career, becoming the 13th player in
school history to pass that milestone.
Tara Roelofs hit a couple of 3-pointers to
chip in eight points for Winona State, while
Kali Hackmann, playing in her first game
since late December against Upper Iowa,
added seven points off the bench.
On the defensive end, the Warriors
applied the pressure, stealing eight
Maverick passes, with Connor Nagle and
Emily Passint each recording a couple of
steals. Winona State also swatted away five
Maverick shots as well.
Minnesota State went into the locker
room with a 15-point advantage at the

half and saw its lead increase early in the
second half. The Mavericks built their lead
to 22 with 16:13 to go, but the Warriors
wouldn't give up, cutting the deficit to 14
points three times—the last one coming
with 7:24 left in regulation.
"We got off to a slow start offensively
and didn't shoot the ball well from 3-point
land. We controlled the tempo and took
care of the ball well but just couldn't make
shots," coach Scott Ballard said. "In the
second half, Caitie Zepcyzk suffered a knee
injury, and we started giving up offensive
rebounds and some turnovers that led to
some easy scores for them that we couldn't
match."
Saturday, the Warriors team dropped its
seventh consecutive game, this time a 6557 loss to Concordia, St. Paul in Winona.
Three different Warriors recorded double
figures in scoring, with Nagle's 17 points
leading the way.
Kate Hartman chipped in 16 points and
7 rebounds for Winona State, hitting a
team-high of four 3-pointers. The Warriors
knocked down a total of eight shots from
beyond the arc, with Nagle and Busch each

netting two. Busch was the third of the
Warrior trio that posted double figures in
scoring in the game, with 15.
Nagle ended her day just one rebound
shy of her first career double-double,
snatching a career-high nine boards. The
sophomore also dished out four assists for
WSU.
The Warriors took their biggest
advantage of the day early in the second
half, posting a 34-24 lead with 18:43
remaining.
Concordia, St. Paul responded with an
8-0 run to cut the deficit to two at 36-34,
with a little under 15 minutes to go.
They took their first advantage of the
afternoon since halfway through the first
half, 57-55, with just a little over two
minutes left.
A layup from Busch tied the game at
57 with 1:56 to go, but the Golden Bears
recorded the last eight points of the game
to pull away with the victory.
"We played well against Concordia and
led most of the game. We took care of
the basketball and only had 11 turnovers
and we boxed out much better giving up

four offensive rebounds," coach Scott
Ballard said. "However, the last 3 minutes
of the game we didn't get enough stops
defensively and only made one of our last
five shots which allowed them to take the
lead and hang on."
Winona State only managed to get to the
free throw line nine times, hitting seven,
while Concordia, St. Paul went 18-of-24
from the line.
Winona State went into the locker room
with a five-point lead, 29-24, thanks to six
3-pointers. Hartman hit three triples to lead
the way for the Warriors with nine points
at the half while Nagle and Busch each had
eight apiece.
The Warriors (8-10 overall, 4-10 NSIC)
will start a four game road trip next
weekend, starting with games at Northern
State and Minnesota State, Moorhead.

BY SAM THIEL
sports reporter
sthiel11@winona.edu
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Freshman Kali Hackmann goes through Concordia's
defense for the score.
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Senior Kelsey Andrist dribbles past Concordia's player.

BARTHOLOME RONDET
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Baures claims fourth straight beam title at UWL
T

he Warrior gymnastics team's most
recent meet was highlighted by two
individual event title wins by Brooke
Baures and Danielle Thenell on the balance
beam and uneven bars, respectively.
Winona State University took on the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse Eagles
in La Crosse, Wis. on Friday night, where
they took second as a team. La Crosse won
the duel meet with a team score of 183.975
to the Warriors' 180.175.
The Warriors began their competition on
the uneven bars, where Thenell claimed the
top spot of the meet with a 9.100. This was
Thenell's third meet of the season where
she placed within the top three places.
Melanee Pfautz and Jade Donaldson tied
for third place overall both with 8.925.
Baures rounded out the bar lineup with
an 8.800, which tied her for sixth place
overall. The uneven bar event total for the
team was 44.525.
In the second rotation, each of Winona
State's gymnasts scored a 9.000 or above
to contribute to their 46.200 event total.
Donaldson led the team with her laid out
yurchenko vault to score a 9.425, which
was good for fourth place in the event.
Veronica Peterson placed sixth with a
9.350 and Cassandra Mello was seventh
with a 9.175. Brooke Hiestand and Joanna
Reale tied for eighth place, each scoring a
9.125. Rebecca Schneider was 11th with a
9.000.
The Warriors moved on to their third
rotation, the floor exercise, where Hiestand
was the top finisher. She scored a 9.300 for
fifth place. Peterson and Pfautz were right
behind her with a 9.275 and 9.125. The
team scored a 44.825 in this event.
On the final event of the night, Baures
captured her fourth straight beam title in
the last four meets. She led the team with a
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Warrior Brooke Baures competes in the UW-Whitewater/UW-Stout meet Jan. 17 in Winona.

9.475 to claim the event title.
In every meet this season thus far, Baures
has posted a score of 9.475 or higher to
win the event. Hiestand placed fifth with
her 9.200 and Donaldson was seventh
with a 9.050. There was no all-around

competition during the meet, as neither
team had a gymnast compete on all four of
the apparatuses.
The Warriors will be back at UW-La
Crosse on Jan. 31, to compete for event
and team titles at the Gershon Invitational

KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN

before returning to Winona to host the
Wisonsin-Oshkosh meet Feb. 6.

BY KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
sports reporter

kbridenhagenll @winona.edu

Peyton Manning and his legacy
I

n less than a week, two teams will meet for the ultimate
prize in the ultimate game: the Super Bowl. The Seattle
Seahawks will battle the Denver Broncos for the right to
hoist the Lombardi Trophy.
The pride of two major cities is on the line on Super
Bowl Sunday. However, there is one man whose legacy
could be tarnished with a loss in the biggest game of his
career.
A star at Tennessee and the face of the franchise for the
Indianapolis Colts for over a decade, Manning's reputation
may ride on this one game.
In the past, Manning has been one of, if not the best
regular season quarterback in NFL history. With a 167-73
record in the regular season, it is easy to see how he earned
this reputation. But Manning has always struggled in the
postseason.
With a record coming into these playoffs of 9-11 and his
only Super Bowl win coming against the Rex Grossman

18*Sports

led Bears, Manning does not have a lot to brag about in the
playoff department.
But this year is different. Manning and the Denver
Broncos broke the record for being the best offense team
in NFL history. Manning also broke Tom Brady's record
of touchdown passes and Drew Brees' passing yardage
record. It was the best regular season for arguably the best
regular season quarterback.
And after two consecutive wins in the playoffs, Manning
is set to crush his playoff demons and become the
quarterback he should have always been and have as many
Super Bowl rings as his brother. But will he? On Sunday,
the world will be watching Mr. Manning.
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BY CHRISTIAN SOPKOWIAK
sports reporter

csopkowiakll @winona.edu
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Warriors victorious in two-game homestand
T

he Winona State University men's basketball team
used its full repertoire to take down two tough
opponents in McCown Gymnasium on consecutive nights.
Following a weekend away, the Warriors returned to
Winona to take on No. 14 Minnesota State, Mankato and
Concordia, St. Paul.
In the first game against Minnesota State, the Warriors
used incredible defensive pressure to help secure the win
73-57.
The Warriors held Minnesota State to just 32 percent
shooting and only 18 percent from 3-point range. The key
was the Warriors' fast start as they were able to get ahead
in the first half by as much as 17 points and kept a 12 point
lead at the half.
Despite a comeback attempt by Minnesota State, the
Warriors kept at least a seven-point lead at all times.
Leading by seven with just over five minutes left, Warrior
Taylor Cameron hit a 3-pointer to give the Warriors the
double-digit lead again. From there, Minnesota State
never got over that deficit, ending the game at 73-57 for a
Warrior victory.
The Warriors were paced on offense by Kellen Taylor,
who recorded his sixth double-double of the season with a
17 point and 10 rebound performance.
Three other Warriors joined Taylor with double-digit
figures on the night. Conrad Masberg and Kyle Bauman
were each able to record 12 points in the contest. Cameron,
the fourth Warrior, also snagged eight rebounds and dished
out eight assists.
This game marks the fourth straight win over Minnesota
State for the Warriors. The win also puts the Warriors alone
atop the NSIC conference with a 16-4 overall record and
11-2 in the NSIC.
In the second game of the weekend, against Concordia,
St. Paul, the Warriors again used a fast start and a great
shooting game to win 80-61.
The first half had the Warriors shooting an unbelievable
75 percent from the field after making 14 of their first 15
shots attempts. The Warriors were also able to shoot 9 of
15 from the 3-point range. A slight dip in the second half
still saw the Warriors end the game with a shooting percent
at an impressive 65.9 percent. It was a great defensive
night for the Warriors who held Concordia, St. Paul to just
31.6 percent from the floor.
After jumping out to a double-digit lead just six minutes
into the game, the Warriors never led by a margin less
than ten the rest of the game. Riley Bambanek was the
Warrior leader on offense, with a 20 point performance for
the Warriors. Taylor put up another double-double with
12 points and ten rebounds for his seventh double-double
of the season. Cameron was perfect from the floor for 13
points to round out the Warrior scoring.
The Warriors are now 17-4 overall and continue to have
the lead in the NSIC with a 12-2 record in league play. The
Warriors face a four-game road trip next weekend with
visits to Northern State and Minnesota State, Moorhead.

BY DILLON HOGAN
sports reporter

dhoganll@winona.edu
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Winona State sophomore Kyle Bauman goes in for a shot against
Concordia, St. Paul Jan. 25 in Winona.
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Sophomore Connor Nagle passes the ball through Concordia, St. Paul's players.
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